At the EVTA tutorial during Pevoc 10 in Prague, Filipa Lã (P) presented the flow-ball to the attendants.

There is only little literature available about the flow-ball. However, this technique can be situated as one of the Semi-Occluded Vocal Tract techniques (SOVT).

The vocal students of Luca School of Arts - campus Lemmens were asked to use the flow-ball while studying. During singing lessons the flow-ball was used for the vocal warming up. The technically difficult fragments in different arias were prepared with the help of the flow-ball. The results were good: more easiness in singing, an expended range and more colours in the voice.

In September 2014, in cooperation with the University of Leuven department Logopedic and Audiologic Sciences Labo Exp ORL, research was started with 13 singers: amateurs, pre-professional students and young professionals.

We examined the effect of the flow-ball on some measurable parameters of the singing voice: maximal phonation time (MPT), closing of the vocal folds (using electroglottography (EGG) and videokymography (VKG)) and the vocal range (using phonetography). The procedure was repeated four times, of which the last time served as a control measurement.

The first results were presented at the Pevoc conference in Florence 2015:

**Flow-ball in the vocal pedagogy: a measurable reality?**


Final results will be presented at the workshop, followed by a training session with the flow-ball:

- Breathing exercises
- Exercises with phonation
- Exercises in the singing tessitura
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